Retreat of the Last Glacial Maximum (LGM) Antarctic ice sheet is thought to have been initiated by changes in ocean heat and eustatic sea level propagated from the Northern Hemisphere (NH) as northern ice sheets melted under rising atmospheric temperatures. The extent to which spatial variability in ice dynamics may have modulated the resultant pattern and timing of decay of the Antarctic ice sheet has so far received little attention, however, despite the growing recognition that dynamic effects account for a sizeable proportion of mass-balance changes observed in modern ice sheets. Here we use a 5-km resolution whole-continent numerical ice-sheet model to assess whether differences in the mechanisms governing ice sheet flow could account for discrepancies between geochronological studies in different parts of the continent. We first simulate the geometry and flow characteristics of an equilibrium LGM ice sheet, using pan-Antarctic terrestrial and marine geological data for constraint, then perturb the system with sea level and ocean heat flux increases to investigate ice-sheet vulnerability. Our results identify that fast-flowing glaciers in the eastern Weddell Sea, the Amundsen Sea, central Ross Sea, and in the Amery Trough respond most rapidly to ocean forcings, in agreement with empirical data. Most significantly, we find that although ocean warming and sea-level rise bring about mainly localized glacier acceleration, concomitant drawdown of ice from neighboring areas leads to widespread thinning of entire glacier catchments -a discovery that has important ramifications for the dynamic changes presently being observed in modern ice sheets.
deglaciation | ice-sheet modeling | longitudinal coupling | enhanced flow T ransitions between stable states of polar ice sheets are likely governed by thresholds, with rapid changes taking place during perturbation from one condition to the other (1) . Establishing the rate at which such changes proceed, and the mechanisms that drive such transformations, commonly relies on geological data from previous glacial-interglacial transitions. Recent research suggests that previous interglacials may have brought about the repeated collapse of marine sectors of Antarctica (2, 3) , with evidence from both hemispheres now indicating a dominant oceanic-forcing role in ice-sheet behavior both at present and in the recent past (4, 5) . Yet geochronological records of the last glacial termination in Antarctica are ambiguous, with apparently contradictory records indicating either early (ca. 19-16 ka) or late (<15 ka) retreat in different sectors (6) (7) (8) (9) , making it difficult to confidently infer the mechanisms which initiated and drove Antarctic deglaciation, or even to establish whether the southern hemisphere ice sheet receded synchronously with ice sheets in the north. Differences in the pattern and timing of LGM ice-sheet retreat in different sectors of Antarctica have been suggested to have arisen from either gravitationally induced regional variability of sea-level changes (10) or the stabilizing effects of grounding-zone sediment wedges (11) , but these theories have yet to be verified against dated margin retreat positions at a continental scale. Here we propose and investigate a third possibility-that differences in the mechanism of ice-sheet flow played a critical role in controlling the rate and locations of ice-margin recession by governing the way that the ice sheet responded to deglacial sea-level rise and ocean warming.
Recent advances in our understanding of modern Antarctic ice-sheet dynamics indicate that a significant component of motion arises from enhanced flow-that is, movement as a consequence of basal sliding as well as internal deformation, even far into the interior (12) . For paleoglaciological studies, the importance of these findings lies in the behaviors that arise from these different processes. An ice sheet flowing through viscous deformation alone cannot respond to environmental perturbations as rapidly, or as widely, as one whose motion comes from basal sliding and is controlled (at least in part) by longitudinal coupling (13, 14) . In the context of Antarctic ice-sheet deglaciation, ocean forcings will therefore only bring about rapid and significant changes if the responding ice sheet is able to quickly propagate the changes taking place at the oceanic boundary further inland (15) . In ice shelves and ice streams, where membrane stresses are dominant (16) , flow perturbations are transmitted quickly along conduits of enhanced flow, and changes at marine margins are conveyed inland very effectively (14, 17) . Where basal sliding is absent, this connectivity is orders-of-magnitude slower. Furthermore, the impact of external forcings on overall ice-sheet mass balance will also depend on the magnitude of horizontal ice flux (i.e., discharge). Because both velocity and discharge vary spatially, response of an ice sheet to far-field perturbations will be highly variable, even between neighboring catchments, and the lag between oceanic perturbations and their manifestation in geological archives far inland will depend on the proximity of sites to zones of enhanced flow (9) .
Here we use a sophisticated ice-sheet model to simulate the geometry and dynamics of the LGM Antarctic ice sheet to (i) identify ice-sheet sectors dominated by enhanced ice flow, (ii) predict the response of this ice sheet to sea-level rise and ocean warming, and (iii) assess how these predictions compare to geological evidence of Antarctic deglaciation.
Results and Discussion
Geological data provide essential constraints to our ice-sheet modeling experiments. Pan-Antarctic cosmogenic surface exposure ages from bedrock samples and glacial erratics indicate that ice thicknesses close to the present coast were several hundred meters greater during the LGM than at present, and tapered inland (SI Appendix, Table S1 ), in agreement with inferences from ice cores (18) . This terrestrial record constrains the vertical dimensions of the former ice sheet, whereas marine geologic interpretations from swath bathymetric and seismic surveys allow the lateral extent of the ice sheet to be reconstructed (19, 20) .
Through systematic iteration of model parameters, we achieve an optimum simulation in which both the surface elevation and lateral extent of the ice sheet accords with the majority of geological data ( Fig. 1A and SI Appendix, Table S1 ). Across much of East Antarctica, surface elevations of the simulated ice sheet are comparable to present values, although some inland ice divides are modeled to have been lower (Fig. 1B) . Considerable thickening occurs around the coast to the extent that the present-day Filchner-Ronne, Ross, and Amery ice shelves are replaced by grounded ice that extends across much of the continental shelf (Fig. 1A) . Modeled ice thicknesses over Ross Island are almost identical to empirically inferred values (21) , but our simulation does not reproduce the ice-free McMurdo Dry Valleys, and so overestimates ice-surface elevations in this area. Surface exposure ages in the southern Ross Sea (22) and eastern Weddell Sea (23) embayments suggest that our modeled ice sheet is also too thick in these areas. However, the limited thickening implied by these empirical data, coupled with the greatly advanced grounding-line position interpreted from marine geological data, can only be reconciled with a surface slope of the LGM grounded ice sheet that is similar to that of the present ice shelf, requiring extremely low basal shear stress (<15 kPa). This disagreement with the observations thus requires further investigation.
Isostatic depression of the bed is greatest in the Weddell Sea sector, with lesser amounts of loading in the Ross Sea and Amery embayments ( Fig. 1 C-E)-consistent with global positioning system (GPS) measurements of present-day bedrock uplift in Antarctica (SI Appendix, Fig. S7 ).
Throughout the domain, modeled flowlines agree closely, but not perfectly, with LGM flow directions inferred from orientations of mega-scale glacial lineations (20, 24, 25) and from marine sediment core mineral provenance studies (26) (Fig. 2 and SI Appendix, Fig. S1 ). Highest modeled sliding velocities and maximum discharge rates occur in the Thiel/Crary Trough (eastern Weddell Sea), and in the eastern and central Amundsen Sea where Pine Island and Thwaites glaciers coalesce. Modeled discharge through the Amery Trough is also high, and sliding velocities here exceed 500 ma −1 in the outer trough. Although sliding velocity and discharge rates throughout the Ross Sea are lower and less well-partitioned than any of these three other outlets, fast flow influences a much larger sector of this embayment (Fig. 2) . The geometry and pattern of flow of our steady-state LGM Antarctic ice sheet therefore fit well with both terrestrial and marine geological constraints, and accounts for a net increase in grounded ice volume of 2.702 × 10 6 km 3 (6.67 m sea level equivalent). The physics and fine resolution of our model of the LGM Antarctic ice sheet permit us to resolve far greater spatial variability in the balance between dominant mechanisms of flow than previously simulated (27, 28) . Where ice flow is primarily driven by viscous deformation in response to gravitational driving stress, basal velocities are close to zero, but where longitudinal coupling dominates the force balance of the modeled ice sheet, basal velocities are much higher. According to our model, basal sliding is the sole contributor to glacier motion in large sectors of West Antarctica and in coastal areas of East Antarctica (Fig. 3A) . In the eastern Weddell Sea sector, ice draining the East Antarctic ice sheet is organized into discrete catchments that each nourish narrow, fast-flowing, conduits that anastamose around islands of slower ice (Fig. 2) . A transect perpendicular to flow spanning 84 to 83°S in this quadrant of the domain reveals that these fastflowing conduits exhibit basal velocities that increase abruptly by up to three orders of magnitude across the creep-sliding transition (Fig. 3B ). In contrast, surface velocity changes between fast and slow zones are typically half.
To establish likely ice-sheet response to changing oceanic boundary conditions, we carried out a suite of sensitivity experiments involving sea-level and ocean temperature perturbations. The results show that highly partitioned flow, with abrupt lateral boundaries separating sliding and nonsliding ice, leads to spatially variable responses (Fig. 4) . The fast-flowing ice-sheet outlets in our model respond instantly to perturbations at oceanic margins and propagate changes inland very rapidly-a dynamical sensitivity that is due largely to the effects of longitudinal coupling (14) . Significantly, although our simulations show glacier acceleration confined to the conduits where enhanced flow occurs, changes in ice thickness are witnessed across far more extensive areas, reflecting a substantial drawing down of the surrounding ice-sheet surface. The conduits thus become the foci of greatest mass loss from the ice sheet. Assuming spatially uniform increases in sea level and oceanic heat flux, we identify that the outlets most susceptible to oceanic changes during deglaciation would likely have been those in the Thiel/Crary Trough, the eastern and central (20, 44) shown with black lines (dashed denotes uncertain limit). Differences in interpretation exist in the Amundsen Sea, where the LGM margin has been defined both in the middle (44) and outer (20) shelf; our model is in best agreement with the latter. Shelf break (−1;000, −1;500, −2;000 m contours) shown in dark red; modeled LGM ice margin indicated by blue line. (C-E) Surface profiles of the simulated LGM Antarctic ice sheet compared to present day (36) in Ross Sea, Weddell Sea, and Lambert-Amery sectors. Note the inland thinning and coastal thickening in all three cases, as well as isostatic depression of the bed in coastal areas.
Amundsen Sea, the central Ross Sea, and to a lesser extent the Amery Trough (Fig. 4 ). In our model, these sectors respond more sensitively to oceanic forcings than slower-flowing or deformationdominated sectors of the ice sheet, by accelerating and drawing down ice from their entire catchment areas. Geochronological data lend some support to this notion-relatively early deglaciation (>16 ka) is recorded close to dynamic outlets in these areas (8, 9, 19, 29, 30) , whereas retreat occurred later (<15 ka) in neighboring, but significantly less mobile areas, including marginal areas of the Ross Sea (6, 7, 31-34) (Fig. 2 ). Despite this encouraging agreement, however, we cannot entirely exclude the possibility that some coastal areas respond early simply because of their proximity to open ocean, or that some inland sites respond later because of their greater distance from the ice-sheet margin. A greater density of reliable retreat ages from around the continent may help test these hypotheses in the future. Further experimentation may also help to determine whether the deglacial behavior of an LGM ice sheet that was out of equilibrium, continually adjusting to time-transgressive changes in ocean temperature, sea-level, and atmospheric conditions, would be the same as that of our steady-state ice sheet. If the LGM ice sheet were still expanding when deglaciation began, for example, it may have taken longer to respond to negative mass balance at the margin than an ice sheet that was already retreating, perhaps leading to delayed retreat in some areas. Nonetheless, in our steady-state experiments we find that the rate of grounding-line migration is controlled by the magnitude of the imposed forcings, whereas the regional pattern of ice margin retreat depends on the rate and volume of ice discharge from inland areas, the presence of pinning points, and the bathymetry of the embayments where ice loss takes place. Thus we infer that an indented margin characterized by calving bays that were fed by fast-flowing conduits, as predicted by our model in embayments such as the Ross Sea, is likely representative of the morphology of the retreating LGM ice-sheet margin, irrespective of whether deglaciation initiated from an equilibrium configuration or not.
Conclusions
By using an empirically constrained high-resolution ice-sheet model to simulate the Antarctic ice sheet at the LGM, and by forcing this model with oceanic perturbations, we conclude that spatial contrasts in Antarctic ice-sheet dynamics played a more important role in modulating southern hemisphere ice-sheet sensitivity to ocean forcings than previously realized, and may explain patterns of retreat not otherwise accounted for by regional enhancement of sea levels or grounding-line stabilization from sediment accumulation. That widespread ice-sheet thinning arises from localized acceleration of ice streams is particularly significant when considering recent observations of velocity increases in both Antarctic and Greenland ice sheets (35) .
Materials and Methods
We use a three-dimensional, thermomechanical, continental ice-sheet model constrained by geological data that define lateral and vertical extents of the expanded Antarctic ice sheets around the time of the LGM. As in previous studies, we employ boundary distributions from modified BEDMAP topography (36), temperature and precipitation fields from gridded datasets (37, 38) , and a spatially varying geothermal heat flux interpolation (39) . Our model computes ice thickness and temperature changes, isostatic depression of topography, migration of grounding lines, and the growth of ice shelves. Interaction between modeled ice shelves and their surrounding ocean is accounted for using a mass balance determination based on heat flux across the ice-water boundary. We employ a stress balance that includes longitudinal (membrane) stresses (SI Appendix, Materials and Methods), impose boundary conditions (sea-level lowering, precipitation reduction, and atmospheric temperature perturbations) representative of the LGM, based on ice and marine sediment core isotopic deviations (40, 41) (SI Appendix, Fig. S5 ), and adjust model parameters affecting bed traction, ice rheology, and ice-shelf mass balance. In contrast to other studies (42) , however, the geometry and dynamics of our modeled ice sheet are able to evolve naturally, because we do not prescribe grounding line or ice stream locations. Furthermore, we make use of parallel processing to implement our model at a uniquely high (5 km) resolution, achieving a 16-64 times increase in detail compared to other Antarctic simulations (27, 42, 43) . 
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Supplementary Information
Materials and Methods: Parallel Ice Sheet Model (PISM) PISM is specifically designed to use massively parallel computation, employing message-passing to distribute and coordinate processing across hundreds to thousands of individual processors, spreading the computational load of large model domains. By doing so, PISM is able to handle higher resolution whole-continent simulations than serial models 1, 2, 3, 4 . Of the experiments described here the most computationally intensive are our 5 km resolution runs, which on a 96-core machine take 4.23e+04 processor hours for a 25 ky simulation. PISM is fully thermodynamic and employs an enthalpy-based energy conservation scheme 5 . We calculate ice temperatures across the vertical domain at prescribed increments using a computational box of height 6000 m with 250 vertical ice layers, yielding a z-axis resolution of only 24 m -sufficiently fine to resolve the thermal structure of the ice sheet. Furthermore, we implement an additional bedrock thermal field in order to more realistically calculate thermal transitions across the bedrock-ice boundary, using 20 vertical layers across a bedrock depth of 2000 m. Thermal fields govern the rheological calculations that subsequently determine deformation and flow of the ice sheet. Processes occurring at the bed of the ice sheet are poorly observed in nature, but a thorough attempt is made in PISM to capture the physics of the processes that are known. Basal ice melt arises from sliding friction, strain heating, geothermal heat flux, and the horizontal and vertical advection of heat. PISM allows basal meltwater to permeate the substrate down to a prescribed depth, whilst diffusion of porewater through the subglacial domain is enabled and controlled by parameters governing the rate and distance of transport. Although PISM allows the yield strength of the substrate to be affected by the depth of the basal meltwater layer, according to the latter's influence in reducing effective pressure 6 and modulated by the friction angle prescribed for the underlying till, in our steady-state runs we find a significantly improved match to geological constraints by imposing a constant yield strength ranging from 15-60 kPa across the domain. Deformation of the bed as a consequence of ice loading is accounted for using a flat earth Elastic Lithosphere Relaxing Asthenosphere (ELRA) model 7, 8 . PISM implements a combination of the shallow-ice and shallow-shelf approximations (SIA and SSA respectively), enabling horizontal velocity fields of both grounded and floating ice to evolve naturally towards rapid basal sliding, where conditions permit (Fig.  S2 ). This combined stress balance allows the effects of higher-order stresses (i.e. longitudinal, or membrane, stresses) to be properly accounted for in both grounded and floating ice 9 . Coupled with the high spatial resolution of our simulations, this means that PISM can accurately resolve fast-flowing, grounded, outlet glaciers (for example, through the Transantarctic Mountains), as well as ice streams (e.g. Siple Coast), and floating ice shelves (e.g. Ross, Weddell). Initiation and subsequent propagation of high velocities within grounded ice is governed by a physically based mechanism in which basal ice flow is coupled to the yield strength of the bed, such that sliding takes place where gravitational driving stresses exceed the material coherence of the substrate ('plastic till failure') 10 . In floating ice, the basal boundary is affected by an oceanic heat flux, such that subshelf melting (or accretion) is incorporated into shelf mass balance (and hence thickness, floatation etc). Migration of the grounding line follows a boundary layer approach 11 , in which grounding line position is calculated at each time step based on the balance of flux through the ice sheet-shelf transition. In common with many finite-difference ice-sheet models, grounding-line fluxes in PISM do not yet fully capture the dynamic nature of grounding-line migrations in the way that adaptive mesh models 12, 13 or finite-element models 14 do. However, by employing as fine a resolution as possible, and by focusing on equilibrium simulations and perturbation experiments that investigate ice margin retreat (rather than advance), the influence of this problem on our results is minimal.
Modeling procedure Present-day ice thickness, bedrock elevation, climatic parameters and geothermal heat-flux distributions at 5 km resolution 15, 16 are used as input data for the multi-phase model initialization and spinup procedure from which our Last Glacial Maximum experiments are run. Driving stress peaks arising from present-day ice surface roughness are reduced in a preliminary 10-year smoothing run in which only SIA equations operate. Thermal evolution of the present-day ice mass is then achieved with a 50 ky integration during which the ice sheet geometry is held fixed. Experimentation established that the majority of WAIS reaches thermal equilibrium within c. 20 ky, whereas EAIS requires somewhat longer. From the surface-smoothed and thermally evolved 50 ky pre-spinup ice distribution, we then run 30 km resolution 200 ky sensitivity experiments under a modern climatology to establish glaciological parameters that result in an equilibrium simulation that deviates least from present-day ice extent and thickness (Fig. S3 ). This suite of relatively low-resolution runs benefit from short computation times and thus enable parameter tuning to be accomplished within reasonable time-frames. However, the coarse spatial grid does not allow ice-sheet dynamics to evolve as adequately as in our subsequent, high-resolution runs 17 , which means that in certain areas of the domain where relatively narrow troughs focus fast-flowing ice, such as the Amery Trough, glacier geometries may be poorly simulated. Bearing these constraints in mind, we specifically explore the effects of changing ice rheology, basal traction, oceanic heat flux, sliding threshold temperature, coupling of basal hydrology to substrate yield strength, substrate porewater fraction, the role of isostasy and the choice of stress balance. An SIA-only stress regime yields an ice sheet that is too thick and poorly reproduces outlet glaciers, thus a combination of the SIA and SSA is used in order to better capture low-profile dynamic outlets. Of the other parameters, we find that ice rheology and bed strength exert the strongest control on equilibrium ice geometry, with other parameters considerably less influential. A combination of relatively stiff ice (deformation enhancement factor ≤ 3) with weak substrate (≤ 25 kPa) in deep inland and marine basins yields most closely fitting results (Fig. S4) . During this spinup phase we allow the grounding line to migrate freely but impose a static calving line at the modern ice sheet (or shelf) margin. Using these parameters we then repeat the 250 ky spinup but hold the geometry fixed in order to allow all aspects of the model to equilibrate. With the resulting spunup model, we then impose sea level, air temperature, and precipitation reductions of -130 m, -8°C and 40% respectively, consistent with conditions during the LGM 2, 18, 19 (Fig. S5) , and allow unconstrained evolution of the ice mass until an equilibrium state is reachedtypically this occurs within 15 ky. Modeled ice extent, surface elevation, and flow pattern are then compared to geological data ( Fig. S6; Table S1 ) to establish the degree of model fit. Evolutionary runs are then repeated, adjusting only basal sliding parameters, until an optimum fit is achieved.
Geological constraints In attempting to simulate the growth and dynamics of the LGM Antarctic ice sheet as robustly as possible, we guide our model experiments by comparison with geological data indicative of former ice sheet extent and thickness. Despite some chronological uncertainties, marine geological surveys generally agree that the LGM Antarctic ice sheet was greatly expanded, and grounded close to, but not at, the continental shelf edge (except in a few areas) 20, 21, 22 . Insofar as this body of evidence represents the most complete understanding currently available, we use these data as horizontal constraints for our simulations, accepting that some localized uncertainties may exist. For example, in the Amundsen Sea Embayment, Anderson et al., (2002) interpreted an LGM terminus position on the mid-shelf, whereas more recent research indicates that the LGM ice sheet in this area most likely streamed out to the shelf break 22 . In contrast, the LGM limit in the Amery is interpreted to have been some distance from the shelf break, in the form of a calving bay 21 . Our model overextends in this area, possibly accounting for some of the apparent mismatch between modeled and mapped ice surface elevations around the margins of the Amery Trough (Fig. 1A) . Vertical constraints are derived from cosmogenic surface exposure age dates, whose spatial distribution is now increasingly representative of presently ice-free regions of Antarctica. In synthesizing these data, our approach has been to chose those samples from each study deemed most reliable by the original authors, and which provide either an upper or lower bound (or both) on paleo-ice surface elevation. Table S1 presents our compilation of surface exposure ages and their sources, together with modeled ice surface elevations at each site and the age of the constraining sample(s) used. Figure S6 summarizes the closeness of fit of modeled ice thickness to geological constraints.
One limitation of the cosmogenic dataset in terms of our use of it in constraining the model, is that the ages presented span a considerable temporal range (HolocenePliocene). Thus where very old dates exist at a given elevation, we can only infer that the LGM ice was no thicker, but without further information we have no guide as to how much lower the LGM ice surface may have been. Conversely, where surface ages indicate first exposure later than the LGM expansion, we have minimum constraints on thickness, but not maxima. A further complexity is that the maximal extent and thickness of ice in Antarctica was likely diachronous, with earlier expansion in the Peninsula 23 than in East Antarctica 24 , both of which appear to have started thinning prior to ice in the Ross Sea sector of the WAIS 25 . Since there are simply too few geological constraints for any one time interval, we amalgamate the available evidence into a single dataset in order that the broad geometric configuration of the LGM ice sheet may be most completely represented, whilst accepting that this approach incorporates an element of temporal uncertainty.
Glacial Isostatic Adjustment One further source of geological constraint we apply to our modeled ice sheet is a comparison between the isostatic loading it produces (with respect to initial bed elevation) and contemporary bedrock uplift rates in Antarctica recorded by Global Positioning System (GPS) receivers. In a simple scenario, variations in the magnitude of LGM ice loading would be expected to produce differences in the rates of rebound being observed today. Recently published data 26 allow us to test this objectively, but the relationship is complicated by a number of factors. Firstly, data coverage is not uniform. The length of GPS observation at each site in the dataset is highly variable, from 12 -4669 days, and the records span different time intervals in the period 1995 -2011. Spatial coverage is constrained by the distribution and accessibility of bedrock outcrops, and is consequently biased towards Peninsula and coastal West Antarctica, with no sites present in interior East Antarctica. Secondly, sites such as those in the Northern Antarctic Peninsula exhibit non-linear uplift rates even during the short period of measurement, apparently in response to recent mass loss from coastal glaciers accompanying the disintegration of buttressing ice shelves 26 . Thirdly, the rate of present uplift is not simply a function of the maximum magnitude of prior loading, but reflects the integrated effects of the entire loading history prior to, and during, the period of observation. Given these uncertainties, we are unable to use the GPS uplift data to directly constrain our modeling results. However, we observe positive correlations between GPS uplift rates and ice thickness changes at each site, and between uplift rates and modeled isostatic loading magnitudes (Fig. S7) . Using an ELRA model to account for isostatic depression of the crust, our optimum LGM ice sheet configuration yields a correlation with modern uplift rates whose coefficient (r) = 0.384, suggesting that, despite the aforementioned complexities and limitations inherent in the GPS record, our modeled ice sheet configuration may explain around 15% of the observed signal. We find this relationship encouraging, and consider it to be useful independent evidence in support of our modeled ice sheet geometry. Table 1 : Geological constraints used to guide modeling. Locations shown are those of the samples from each study which provide the tightest minimum (>) or maximum (<) bound (not necessary exact elevation, except =) on Last Glacial Maximum ice sheet elevation, and the date of the oldest or youngest sample, respectively. Sites in italics denote elevations constrained by erosion or weathering limits. Bold text indicates modeled ice elevations consistent with empirical constraints. ), a range of flow enhancement factors ('E'), the presence or absence of ice shelves ('NSH', 'SH'), and deviations from present sea level ('SL') in terms of their ability to reproduce present-day Antarctic ice sheet surface elevations. Warm colours indicate modeled ice that is thicker than present, cool colours show modeled ice that is thinner. These results represent only a selection of the many hundreds of tuning experiments that were run. 12 Figure 4 : The optimum experimental configuration for present-day, which yields the smallest mismatches between observed and modeled ice surface elevations. This simulation reflects a flow enhancement factor (e) of 3 and a basal friction map that prescribes weak beds in areas below sea level and more resistant substrate elsewhere. Ice shelves are modeled, and a low oceanic heat flux (equivalent to a subshelf melt rate of 0.052 ma −1 ) is applied to their base. Mismatch in the Amery Trough is most likely a consequence of the coarse grid-size of these tuning simulations (30 km) that prevents adequate evolution of ice dynamics in this area. Also, subglacial bed topography is relatively poorly known both in this area and beneath the Support Force Glacier catchment (eastern Weddell Sea) 15, 16 . Modelled ice thickness (m) Figure 6 : Relationship between empirically-inferred LGM ice surface elevations, according to data sources listed in Table S1 , and those simulated in our LGM model. Elevations from geological constraints are mostly one-sided bounds (minima or maxima), and as such should not be expected to match modeled elevations exactly. LGM ice thickness change; B: isostatic depression modeled using the ELRA method in PISM. The stronger correlation observed in the latter reflects the non-local effects of ice loading.
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